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Over the past 20 years, I have been forced
to miss a handful of chapter events and the Fun
Rally in August was one of them. Due to a
severe upper respiratory infection, I found
myself watching my wife and daughter drive
off to the Fun Rally, leaving me behind. Despite
my physical condition, the psychological
symptoms of withdrawal took over.
Each month I look forward to the next
event. It’s not just about the activity involved
or going to someplace new. It’s not even about
seeing all those BMWs in one place or winding
like a train through the winding Texas Hill
Country roads. It’s about my family – my BMW
family.
I look forward to seeing the regular
attendees again and catching up on what has
happened in their life since the last time we met.
Each time we meet, we share like a large family
and that’s really what makes the events so
enjoyable. Almost every month, we invite new
family members into the fold as we welcome
new chapter members or members that are
attending their first event, and this just increases
the pleasure. This time, I was going to miss all
of that and somehow it made the month
unfulfilled and incomplete.
Yes, I have an addiction and the Tejas
Chapter is a big support group for the Ultimate
Driving Machine Family addiction. To quote
BMW CCA, “Nothing wrong with that”.

From
The
President
On My BMW Family ........
I don’t know how our Tejas Chapter
members that don’t routinely attend the monthly
events do it.
Webster’s Dictionary defines addiction as
“the state of being enslaved to a habit or practice
or to something that is psychologically or
physically habit-forming to such an extent that
its withdrawal causes severe trauma.” The
dictionary further defines withdrawal as “the
syndrome of often painful physical and
psychological symptoms that follows
discontinuance of an addiction.”
BMW CCA understands this addiction on their website, you will find the following
statement “Our official mission is: to enhance
the BMW experience for our members by
providing services, support, information, and
activities that promote camaraderie and
encourage social awareness and responsibility.
Unofficially, we’re a big support group for
Ultimate Driving Machine addiction. Nothing
wrong with that.”
Well, I admit it – I have an addiction - to
the monthly Tejas Chapter events and all the
things that go with them. I also understand
withdrawal and the psychological symptoms of
discontinuance.

Until next time ....
Glenn McConnell

Welcome New Members
Austin
Jerome Groskind
David Hernandez
Karthikeya Iyer
Forrest Novy
Albert Merrifield
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Belton
David Clark

Round Rock
Lisa Foight
Michael Marcella

San Antonio
John Viriyapunt

Dripping Springs
Louie Deane

Leander
Aleksei Kac

Garden Ridge
Barry Shah

Cedar Park
Charles Beaudette
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"Experience Our Passion"
7011 McNeil Dr

343 - 3500
THE ULTIMATE
DRIVING MACHINE

10% Discount on
Parts & Service
for BMW CCA members
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Octoberfest
TEXAS Tejas BMW STYLE
Saturday
September 26, 2009
Event Planned by Allan Gazza & Gina Silvestri
12:45 PM Meet at Cabelas , Buda, TX.
Kapitäns Gina & Allan will hold a brief Führer Treffen detailing our drive to a
vineyard. We will depart promptly 1:00 PM
2:00 PM - We will arrive at Flat Creek Estates Vineyard in Marble Falls for
wine tasting. Cost is $12.50 + 7.25% tax = for tasting including keeping the
glass. No tour is planned.
3:00 PM - We will depart the winery for our drive to the Walburg restaurant for
the start of their second day of OKTOBERFEST celebrations. The drive will
take us alongside Lake Travis with one stop at St. Lukes church to observe Lake
Travis and the scenic view from this location.
5:30 PM - Arrive in the heart of Walburg, Texas is Walburg
Restaurant bringing you a truly authentic German experience
in dining and entertainment. They have chefs who continue
the legacy of German cuisine from their Bavarian heritage
in the 1882 vintage structure.
Behind the antique dining establishment, is a Biergarten
nestled in oak trees, where we will be enjoying our
Oktoberfest celebrations. The restaurant will have the buffet
open for us at $20 per person (all you can eat and includes
dessert, tax and gratuity). Beverages will be additional. They
serve a wide assortment of German Biers and beverages.
After our dinner in the Buffet Room we will head out back
to the beir garden to enjoy Oktoberfest celebrations including
live German music.

RSVP by filling out the RSVP form on the website at
http://www.tejaschapter.org
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All that Bling……

spots that will test your patience in doing
the job right the first time. Once you
are satisfied you removed all the brake
dust, and baked on debris, you are ready
for the painting process. Begin by
masking off any rubber grommets, and
the surface that the brake pads touch, as
you will not want any paint in these
areas. The painting process believe it or
not, is done with a brush. The paint is
self-leveling and will not leave any brush
marks when the paint has completely
dried.

by Allan Gazza
So you may ask what is all that Bling
about on your BMW. Some of us find it
enhances the appearance to add a little
more Bling to our already Ultimate ride.
You’ve added the wheels and the
crosscut brake rotors, but feel there is
more you can do to make your car stand
out. So what is next?
I decided to go ahead and paint my
calipers on my car, to make them stand
out. By choosing the manufacturer of
the various Caliper paints will save you
some time in deciding what color you
want to paint them. The common colors
are: Red, Yellow, Blue, and Black. I
finally decided to go with Red, and
bought Dupont Dupli-color brake caliper
paint through a local auto store.
Now the fun is just beginning, as the
most important part is proper
preparation, and dry time. My BMW
was placed on four jack stands and all
wheels, calipers, rotors removed. You
can hang the calipers from the springs
using a coat hanger while you clean all
parts.

Once all the calipers are painted,
usually two coats, “avoid” the urge to
reinstall them. The calipers need to
dry 24 hours before putting them into
use. The wait is well worthwhile once
you see the results during reassembly.
This is also a perfect opportunity to
replace your rotors, pads, and sensors
if your brakes are getting close to
service.
The question I have to ask is “is
it really considered Bling, if some
models already come this way from
the factory” A topic for discussion is
what other items do some of us
consider Bling, while others consider
it as enhancement. Some of the things
I can think of are: Angel Eyes, Curb
feelers, Hanging Dice, Wiper Lights,
etc……

Start with using Brake Cleaner to
spray off all the parts, following up with
a small wire brush, and possibly a drill
with a wire brush attachment for those
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The Ultimate M3 Europe
Delivery Experience

delivery program. I was informed that
I needed to order 90 days prior to the
delivery date of the vehicle in Munich.
(You may want to check with your
local BMW dealer for the date you
have to order for European delivery
prior to the delivery date ) Few days
after the test drive I went back to the
dealership and configured the car the
way I wanted, and provided preferable
delivery dates towards the end of June.
Chris sent the requisition to the BMW
European Delivery Center in New
York, and after a couple of days I got
an email with the requisition approval
confirmation and was given the
production order number. June 24th,
2009 was the delivery date, and the
anticipation had started for me!
A delivery date towards the end of
June was perfect because the holiday
season in Europe started in July and
August is the peak season, and many
of the Europeans drive to their holiday
destinations. Three weeks prior to the
delivery date I went back to the
dealership and signed the finance

by Sridhar Kamma
Driving an Ultimate driving
machine is an excellent experience,
but driving it on the Autobahn is
exhilarating, and to experience that I
took the European Delivery program
for my M3 in June. I wanted to have
the experience to unleash the car’s true
potential and enjoy that excitement,
and always a true BMW enthusiast’s
dream to drive on the Autobahn and
also across Europe. The European
d e l i v e r y p r o g r a m o ff e r s a 7 %
discount** on US MSRP price, 14
days comprehensive insurance to drive
anywhere in the European Union
Countries, and there is no additional
shipping cost to the US.
The process began in March when
I went to BMW of Austin and spoke
to Chris Markey. I first took a test
drive in an M3, and later they
explained all about the European
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documents, and the purchase order
was created and was sent to the
European delivery center in New York.
After 88 days of eagerly waiting and
countless hours of checking the status
of my vehicle using the automated
p h o n e s y s t e m a n d B M W o w n e r ’s
circle website, I finally flew to Munich
a couple of days before the delivery
date. I couldn’t contain the excitement
the day I landed and went and visited
the BMW Welt. It’s a showroom, a
technology center and an automotive
enthusiast’s exhibition of BMW’s fine
art. I spent 6 hours walking around the
Welt, configured many models on the
theater style configurator, learned

September 2009

about the Engines and experienced the
BMW’s passion for innovation.
On the day of the delivery at the
BMW Welt I checked in at 8:30 am
for the 9:30am appointment. I was
escorted to the delivery center on the
5th floor and was greeted by the
Delivery expert. The Delivery
Specialist was very informative and
after signing the paper work I had
requested for an M Product Specialist,
and was given an appointment for
10:00am that day. I could hardly wait
when I caught the glimpse of my M3
from the Cafeteria on the 5th floor
continued on page 10
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M3 Europe Delivery

was still on the M3 that was on the
delivery floor!
After 30 minutes at the technology
briefing session we finally went
downstairs to the delivery floor and it
was one of the greatest
moments. I got into the car
and started it for the first
time and the rush of
excitement was amazing.
The M Product specialist
was very thorough and
explained all the features
and provided a few tips
about driving in Europe,
and especially on the
N u r b u rg r i n g . H e d i d
reiterate a few times about
the 1200 mile break-in period for the
M3, and not to exceed 105mph during
that period. I did take a note of that,
seriously! After I took few momentous
pictures with the car, I finally drove it
down the ramp and gave the car to
valet parking and went to the factory
tour.
The factory tour was about 2
hours and it was an unforgettable

continued from page 9
while waiting for the appointment with
the M Product Specialist. At 10am the
M Product specialist showed up and

after brief introductions he took me to
t h e p r o d u c t b r i e f i n g c e n t e r, a n d
explained about BMW’s design and
innovation process, put me in a
simulator and explained all the
different safety features the car has.
It was a great experience to get an indepth insight into the safety and
technology the car is equipped with,
but throughout the session my mind
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experience. It’s another wonderful
experience to get a close-up view of
the Ultimate driving machines being
built, and amazing to watch all the
robots working in unison and with
those precise movements. The Munich
plant manufactures 3-series sedans
and station wagons. We were taken
through the factory from the initial
sheet metal forming, to the automated
robots welding, paint shop, along side
the assembly and finally the testing
facility.
After the factory tour I took a
short trip outside Munich and drove
about 100kms to a lakeside town. The
car was phenomenal to drive and I
have not stopped smiling since!
I drove in Europe for two weeks
and dropped the car at the shipping
office in Munich. The car is expected
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to be delivered to BMW of Austin
around middle of August.
The trip in Europe wouldn’t have
been complete without driving the M3
at top speed (Electronically
controlled) on the Autobahn at
165mph, and the trip to the
Nurburgring where I was able to post
a lap in less than 9 minutes. I had
traveled 2,400 miles in 14 days across
4 Countries.
For more information on the
BMW European delivery program
please
visit
the
website:
http://www.bmwusa.com/Standard/
Content/Experience/Events/
EuropeanDelivery/Default.aspx
** Please check with your dealer
about discounts on European Delivery
program.
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Utopia Drive (or Meals and
Wheels)

who prefer a less taxing return drive,
we’ll provide route maps for an alternate
shorter route. Either way, there will be
time to relax before dinner, and then
Italian food will be on order as we enjoy
Hill Country vistas at the ever-popular
Comanche Trace restaurant. Chefs will
prepare your very own perfect pasta
dish. Come early and enjoy cocktail
hour. You can see three states from the
hilltop, and they’re all Texas.
Sunday will begin with a
picturesque drive into some of the less
traveled areas around Kerrville. Then
we’ll end the event with a fabulous lunch
in a goat barn while our cars sit
contentedly in the goat corral. The
German style cuisine will complete our
epicurean medley. This restaurant is a
new addition to our itinerary, and the
location is just a couple of miles from
Interstate 10 near Boerne.
Also new this year, for those
arriving early on Friday evening there
will be an ice-breaker (BYO wine, beer,
or soft drinks) at the Swann’s home in
Comanche Trace. So bring your
beverage of choice and an appetizer, and
we’ll enjoy a cool hill-country evening.
We look forward to seeing y’all in
Kerrville.

by John Swann
If everything goes according to plan,
this year’s Utopia Drive (October 23 to
25) will be a feast for all you BMW
gourmets. Now that all the back roads
are open to BMW driving connoisseurs
(no dirt sections or construction) we’re
going to include all three of the sisters
(335, 336, and 337) in our Saturday
route, and we’re going to drive some of
Texas’ best narrow blacktop on Sunday.
As a perfect counterpoint to this
driving extravaganza, we’ll be stopping
along the way to enjoy some of the finest
European cooking the Hill Country has
to offer. After driving the first of the
three sisters, our Saturday luncheon will
be a relaxed three-course affair at the
Laurel Tree in Utopia. Fine French
cuisine prepared by Cordon Bleu chef
Laurel Waters, will be accompanied by
peach tea in the relaxing ambience of a
European style “guest table”. They don’t
call it Utopia for nothing!
After lunch we’ll drive back to
Kerrville the long way round, and enjoy
two more of the sisters. And for those
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Fun Rally Review
August 2009

was great with a lot of new faces and
members. It is always nice to see and
welcome new members to the Tejas
Chapter of BMW CCA. Sandy and her
daughter, Brenda, led the drivers’

By Allan Gazza
What is Exciting, Challenging,
and makes you really think? I would
have to say another one of Sandy
McConnell’s Fun Rallies. Everyone
met in San Marcos around 10:30 for
the start of the August Fun Rally. It
was surprising to see the Red M3 pull
up with Sandy Driving. I am sure

meeting with helpful driving tips and
considerations for the Fun Rally. Who
would have known, that when she had
mentioned we would see a few police
cars in one of the towns, it would
actually mean we were going to be
searching for answers around these
Police cars to complete her
questionnaire.
This is one event you were glad
when you had a passenger with you to
observe the signs, as well as reading
ahead on the directions, and questions.
Two minds are sure better than one
when trying to figure out the meaning
of these questions. Good thing for me
this month I had the help of Sri
Kamma as my navigator, and someone
to help answer the questions.
The first part of our drive took us
east of San Marcos through very
scenic roads to the half way
destination to meet Marco & Mary
Beth in Martindale. Next we were
handed a set of questions that
challenged the majority of us to find
the answers within the two block

Glenn knew that Sandy would be
driving it with extreme caution. All
that power of the M3 and she was not
driving it like she stole it. Ahhhhh, a
missed opportunity. We all missed not
having Glenn McConnell (our Chapter
President) at this event. We hope you
are feeling better now and ready for
the next event.

continued on page 16

The participation for this event
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Fun R

August 2

Many thanks to Sandy McConne

Many more great photos are av
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Rally

22, 2009

ell, Marco & Mary Beth Cordon

vailable on the chapter website
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race car drivers, and door to door sales
company names. At this point, it was
necessary to pay close attention to
Sandy’s wording, that all the answers
to the questions would be visable from
your car. I made the mistake of getting
out, and put down the names of two
other crooks instead of the crooks that
were visible. Lessons learned, that
will be beneficial to next years event.
The directions and clues were
excellent, and following them
precisely offered a chance to meet
everyone at the restaurant without
having to open the Emergency packet
#1 or #2. Even just making it to this
point made you think you were a
winner negotiating through the Fun
Rally. The restaurant was excellent
and well prepared to handle this many
people.

Fun Rally Review
continued from page 13
stretch of town main street. Although
some answers were very easy to find,
others kept Tejas members wandering
the streets to find the answer to the
Police Chief years of service. After

walking by Marco and Mary Beth and
saying how impossible this one
question was to find, I spotted the
little plaque on the bench. So the
location to this answer was obvious,
but one the questions that most of us
took longer than 5 minutes to answer.

Once again we had to say
goodbyes to many of our friends and
new members until next month. This
is one of the events that are often
overlooked as to how much hard work
went into the planning, to make this
event one of the best events to attend.
I want to say a big thank you to Sandy
for making this event such a success
in the chapter year after year. Also
thank you to Marco and Mary Beth
Cordon for helping out with this event.

Then stopping by the cemetery on
the way out of town presented us with
meeting the crooks in the cemetery,
along with famous department stores,
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BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics

level achieved by the latest small cars in
the market.
This outstanding result is made
possible by the consistent integration of
BMW ActiveHybrid components, their
combination with an extremely
economical combustion engine, and the
outstanding aerodynamic qualities of the
BMW Vision EfficientDynamics concept
car.
BMW Vision EfficientDynamics is
the result of an all-inclusive development
process starting from a clean sheet of
paper. This ensures an improvement of
both efficiency and driving pleasure far
exceeding the sum total of all individual
components and technologies, and is also
borne out in the very emotional design of
this unique concept car. BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics is therefore an
unprecedented sports car offering
fascinating perspectives for the future of
Sheer Driving Pleasure combined in full
harmony with maximum efficiency.
Presenting this unique concept car,
continued on page 18

Extract from article by BMW Press Club
BMW sees technical innovations
reducing both emissions and fuel
consumption as an elementary part of the
brand’s product strategy, just like vehicle
concepts enhancing the Sheer Driving
Pleasure so typical of BMW as a lasting,
sustained experience.
Now
the
BMW
Vision
EfficientDynamics concept car clearly
demonstrates that these objectives
expressed
through
the
BMW
EfficientDynamics development strategy
are fully compatible with the most
demanding reduction in fuel consumption
and emissions complying in full with future
requirements. Conceived as a 2+2-seater
with plug-in full-hybrid technology, this
unique car is able to combine the
performance of a BMW M Car with a
standard of fuel economy and emission
management exceeding even the current
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BMW EfficientDynamics

more outstanding when driving in the allelectric mode after charging the battery
from a plug-in source: Taking all emissions
in the generation of electricity into
account, as prescribed by the EU mix, the
car’s emission rating in this case is just 50
grams per kilometre. Through this unique
balance of driving pleasure and fuel
economy
the
BMW
Vision
EfficientDynamics concept car clearly
demonstrates the potential of BMW
ActiveHybrid technology making its world
debut at the 2009 Frankfurt Motor Show
in the BMW ActiveHybrid X6 and BMW
ActiveHybrid 7 production models.
This truly impressive power and
performance is made possible by
combining a particularly fuel-efficient
three-cylinder turbodiesel with one electric

continued from page 17
BMW is once again demonstrating the
company’s outstanding competence in the
development of cutting-edge drive
systems. Indeed, BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics is the most
comprehensive implementation of the
BMW EfficientDynamics development
strategy seen so far. The drive units
provide a top speed limited electronically
of 250 km/h or 155 mph, with acceleration
to 100 km/h in 4.8 seconds. Average fuel
consumption in the EU test cycle is 3.76
litres/100 kilometres, equal to 75.1 mpg
imp, and the CO2 emission rating is 99
grams per kilometre.
CO2 emission management is even
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motor each on the front and rear axle. The
intelligent combination of these three
power units and the energy they develop,
together with precisely controlled energy
management, serves to enhance both the
dynamic performance and the all-round
efficiency of the car, using the full
potential of BMW ActiveHybrid to reduce
both fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
to the greatest possible extent. Overall
system output is 262 kW/356 hp, peak
torque is 800 Newtonmetres/590 lb-ft.
The special arrangement of the three
power units allows all-wheel drive also
available in the all-electric mode. The
result is minimum power loss and at the
same time harmonious transmission of the
power available under all conditions.
In its design, BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics for the first time
conveys the dynamic look so typical of a
BMW sports car to a hybrid vehicle.
Developed with know-how from Formula
1, the body of this unique sports car is an
expression of intelligent lightweight
technology and supreme aerodynamic
efficiency. And in the design of the
interior, the focus was likewise on both
the fascinating driving experience and, in
particular, on transparent, hands-on
technology and maximum reduction of
weight.

the rear axle like in an agile mid-engined
sports car, despite the two seats at the rear.
Fuel is injected by the latest generation of
common-rail direct injection, the
turbocharger features variable intake
geometry for maximum efficiency.
Engine output is 120 kW/163 hp, peak
torque 290 Newton-metres/214 lb-ft.
The output per litre of 80 kW/109 hp
achieved in this way sets a new record in
diesel technology.
The power delivered by the
turbodiesel in conveyed to the rear axle
by means of a double-clutch gearbox. This
advanced transmission technology already
offering a particularly dynamic driving
experience in BMW’s unusually sporting
production cars, allows the driver to shift
gears without the slightest interruption of
power and traction.
BMW Vision EfficientDynamics
comes with a newly developed, minimum
consumption version of BMW’s directclutch gearbox with six speeds for
maximum efficiency and flexibility.
Two electric motors for full-hybrid
drive.
The combustion engine is
supplemented by two electric motors.
Consistently applying the BMW
ActiveHybrid
strategy,
BMW’s
development engineers followed the
principle of “Best of Hybrid”, choosing the
optimum combination of a hybrid
synchronous motor on the front axle and a
full-hybrid system at the rear. Through the
specific configuration of the system as an
advanced hybrid ideal for practical use on
the road, the driver benefits from the extra
efficiency of the electric motors over a far
wider speed range than with a conventional
hybrid car.
The rear axle comes with a second-

Turbodiesel power unit with
unprecedented output per litre.
The combustion engine is a cuttingedge turbodiesel featured for the first time
in the BMW Vision EfficientDynamics
concept car. Displacing 1.5 litres on three
cylinders, the engine consistently follows
the downsizing principle using relatively
small engine capacity combined with a
turbocharger to reduce fuel consumption.
Through its compact dimensions, the
three-cylinder fits conveniently in front of

September 2009
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BMW EfficientDynamics

combination of the three power sources.
Depending on driving conditions and the
driver’s particular requirements, the two
electric motors may be used both for
accelerating and for regenerating energy
when applying the brakes and in overrun.
This principle ensures a high level of
efficient energy management, with the
charge status of the lithium-polymer
battery constantly remaining within the
optimum range. When accelerating the
electric motors help to boost the car for
even greater performance, ensuring a
spontaneous and direct response and a
significant reduction in fuel consumption.
For a short time, for example when
overtaking, the cumulative maximum
output of all three power units increases
to 262 kW/356 hp, with maximum torque
generated by the three power units
reaching 800 Newton-metres/590 lb-ft.

continued from page 19
generation
full-hybrid
system
corresponding to the technology
introduced for the first time in the BMW
ActiveHybrid 7 production model.
Running as an electric motor, the compact
electric power unit positioned between the
combustion engine and the double-clutch
gearbox develops a consistent 25 kW and
is able to reach a peak of up to 38 kW.
Maximum torque, again, is 290 Nm or 214
lb-ft, the power developed in this way
serving, depending on driving conditions,
either to support the combustion engine
or for all-electric motoring.
In overrun and when applying the
brakes the electric motor acts as a
generator feeding electric power to the
lithium-polymer battery in the car. The
electric energy developed in this way is
therefore generated without any additional
consumption of fuel, raising the principle
of Brake Energy Regeneration already
featured in BMW’s current models to an
even higher and significantly more
efficient level. Energy wasted on the
brakes of a conventional car is thus saved
within the new power system for
subsequent use in driving the car.
A second electric motor acts on the
front axle. This power unit, a hybrid
synchronous motor, offers permanent
output of 60 kW and peak torque of 220
Newton-metres or 162 lb-ft. Extra power
of 84 kW is available for a period of up to
30 seconds and for 10 seconds the electric
motor is even able to develop 104 kW.
Power is transmitted through a two-stage,
single-speed reduced-ratio gearbox.
BMW Vision EfficientDynamics is
able to run completely under electric
power, with the power of the turbodiesel
engine alone, or through an infinite
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Lithium-polymer cells serving as the
battery for electrical energy.
The energy cells featured in BMW
Vision EfficientDynamics are housed in
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a chassis element running from front to
rear through the middle of the car. The
front unit is the lithium-polymer complex,
an ongoing development of the lithiumion battery as the currently most efficient
technology for storing a high level of
electrical energy for maximum
performance.
Overall,
BMW
Vision
EfficientDynamics comes with a total of
98 lithium-polymer cells, each offering a
capacity of 30 amp/hours and developing
continuous output of 600 Amps at a
voltage of 3.7 V. For a period of 30
seconds, each cell is even able to develop
maximum output of 1,200 Amps.
Serial arrangement of the lithiumpolymer cells serves to generate nominal
voltage of 364 V, the gross storage capacity
of the battery is 10.8 kW/h. Offering an
unusually high discharge capacity of 80
per cent, the battery delivers 8.6 kW/h for
driving the car.
This superior performance comes on
overall weight of the entire energy storage
system of just 85 kg or 187 lb. A further
advantage is that through their optimum
dimensions tailored to the specific
qualities and features of the car, the
lithium-polymer cells, together with the
operating strategy chosen with a concept
of energy management looking ahead at
upcoming requirements, reduces the
thermal load acting on the battery to such
an extent that there is no need for active
cooling.

power to both the electric motors and the
on-board network. A further option is to
connect the lithium-polymer cells to a
conventional power socket for a simple
and efficient charge process, using a plugin connector in the front right wing of the
car.
Connected to the regular domestic
power mains (220 V, 16 Amps), the system
requires a maximum of 2 ½ hours to fully
charge the lithium-polymer cells. And
wherever a power source with higher
voltage and amperage (380 V, 32 Amps)
is available, the charge time is an even
shorter 44 minutes at the very most.
In addition to the electrical energy
storage facilities, BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics comes with a
conventional fuel tank at the rear end of
the central chassis tunnel, offering a
capacity of 25 ltr or 5.5 imp gals. Running
on diesel fuel alone, BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics is able to cover a
distance of approximately 650 km or 400
miles just with its combustion engine.
Benefiting from an extra range of up to 50
kilometres or 31 miles in the all-electric
mode, the car offers an overall cruising
range of approximately 700 kilometres or
435 miles.
As a result, this unique concept car
offers all the requirements for using energy
with maximum efficiency and at the same
time experiencing the dynamic
performance so typical of BMW without
any restriction of everyday driving
qualities.

Plug-in solution: convenient charging of
the electric power system on a
conventional power socket.
Brake Energy Regeneration
consistently transfers electric power
generated while driving without any
additional fuel consumption to the battery,
which may subsequently be used to supply
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Performance, fuel economy and
emission management opening up new
dimensions in hybrid motoring.
The power delivered by the three
power units gives the BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics concept car a level of
continued on page 22
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BMW EfficientDynamics

75.1 mpg imp. CO2 emissions, in turn, are
99 grams per kilometre.
These consumption and emission
figures are measured on a consistent
internal power balance, meaning that the
batteries and storage media for electrical
energy maintain the same charge level
throughout the entire test cycle (with the
same level at the beginning and end) and
are charged while driving only by the car’s
on-board systems.
As a plug-in hybrid, BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics is able to cover the
entire drive cycle for measuring fuel
consumption also with its combustion
engine completely switched off. Then, to
subsequently charge the lithium-polymer
cells to the same status as when setting off,
all the driver has to do is connect the car
to an external power grid. To determine
the consumption of electric power, the only
requirement is to compare the charge level
of the battery before and after the test
cycle.
Applying this measurement process,
the BMW Vision EfficientDynamics
concept car consumes 17.5 kW/h per 100
kilometres, equal to a CO2 emission rating
of just 50 grams per kilometre in the EU
test cycle.
To determine the total volume of CO2
emissions when driving in the all-electric
mode, new legal standards for measuring
the level of fuel consumption are currently
being prepared for hybrid and electric cars
with a plug-in power supply. Applying this
calculation method, the CO2 emission
ratings generated by BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics are reduced further to
just one-third of the original figure of 99
grams per kilometre. Clearly, this signifi
cant reduction of emissions opens up a new
dimension in BMW’s EfficientDynamics
development strategy in this unique
concept car.

continued from page 19
dynamic performance far superior to
anything provided so far by any hybrid
vehicle. Indeed, the performance and
consumption figures determined by
standardised computer simulations show
an exceptionally good balance of driving
pleasure and fuel economy even for a
hybrid. Acceleration from a standstill to
100 km/h, for example, comes in just 4.8
seconds and the car’s top speed would be
over 250 km/h or 155 mph, requiring
electrical limitation of top speed in
accordance with BMW’s corporate
philosophy through electronic engine
control now also on a full-hybrid sports
car.
The objective to develop a vehicle
offering the performance of a BMW M Car
combined with supreme all-round
efficiency therefore comes to bear
completely and without the slightest
restriction
in
BMW
Vision
EfficientDynamics.
At the same time fuel economy and
emission management now reach a
standard only achieved so far, if at all, by
far less powerful small cars conceived
primarily for city traffic and short
distances. Applying the criteria of the EU
test cycle currently prescribed by law,
BMW Vision EfficientDynamics offers
average fuel consumption of just 3.76 litres
of diesel fuel per 100 kilometres, equal to
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Aerodynamic qualities reflecting
BMW’s know-how gained in Formula
1.
BMW Vision EfficientDynamics also
takes a new approach in its design and
streamlining, the body and the interior
clearly expressing the unique combination
of supreme efficiency and the sporting
performance so typical of the brand.
Following the design language so
characteristic of BMW, this unprecedented
concept car clearly visualises both highly
efficient aerodynamics and consistent
lightweight construction.
In its design, BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics differs significantly
from the usual low-emission cars seen so
far. And since the principle of “form
follows function” is not reduced in this
case just to the overall look of the car, but
rather embraces each and every detail,
BMW Vision EfficientDynamics
combines unique aesthetic appeal with a
highly emotional impact. Through its
design alone, therefore, BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics clearly proves that
Sheer Driving Pleasure in typical BMW
style may also be offered without
restrictions in a brand-new, innovative car
concept.
Measuring only 1.24 metres or 48.8"
in height and boasting a sweeping, archlike
roofline,
BMW
Vision
EfficientDynamics offers the slender
silhouette of a classic Gran Turismo. With
the combustion engine fitted in front of the
rear axle, the designers have furthermore
succeeded in giving the car a very low and
sleek front end, with the flow of air
depending on driving conditions being
further smoothened by active louvers in
the radiator closing completely whenever
the need for cooling air is relatively low.
This effi cient function follows in the
footsteps of the active air flap control
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already used as a feature of BMW
EfficientDynamics in many of BMW’s
current production models. And as a
further highlight, BMW Vision
EfficientDynamics guides air smoothly
and exactly as required into the car through
an active air intake at the front.
Numerous details in the design of
the body are based on the know-how
BMW has gained in Formula 1, a
number of body elements serving as
air deflectors and guide vanes, like on
the BMW Sauber F1. Designed as
ducts, for example, the A-pillars serve
to channel the flow of air in the same
way as the rear lights with their wing
profile.
The underfloor of the car is fully
covered from front to rear and from
one side to the other, thus maintaining
a smooth surface to avoid any air swirl
liable to increase fuel consumption.
Slender openings around the front air
dam guide the air flowing in
specifically into two closed ducts
leading inside the front air dam to the
wheel arches where the air comes out
again through a very slim aperture at
high speed, flowing just next to the
outer wheel flanks. This air jet rests
on the front wheels like a curtain and
is therefore referred to most
appropriately as the air curtain with
its highly stabilising effect.
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Tejas Chapter Incentive Points Challenge for 2009
To encourage participation, the successful Incentive Points Challenge began in 1998. The
members or associate members who earn the highest number of points by the end of the year
(up to 10th place) receive valuable prizes at the Post-Holiday Party in January 2010. The
Rookie of the Year award is for the member that joined in the current year and earns Rookie
Points based on Incentive Points earned divided by the time as a member during the year.
Activity
Return Survey Form (form available on request or at website)
Attend a meeting or event
Organize a monthly event, (social/technical etc.)
Assist with a monthly event (credited by organizer)
Each new member recruited (credited by CCA)
Original photo(s) published in the Trax (30 pts max/issue)
Original photo(s) published on the website (30 pts max/event)
Original Tech Tip published in the Trax
Original Article published in the Trax (500 words or more)
Original Article published in the Trax (less than 500 words)
Recruitment of a commercial ad for Trax

Points
50
30
100
50
30
10
10
15
30
15
20% of ad cost

2009 Incentive Points Challenge Leader Board
As of August 29, 2009
865 Pts
Allan Gazza
600 Pts
Sridhar Kamma
500 Pts
Roger Williams
490 Pts
Marco Cordon
470Pts
Wayne Eltringham
Herb Looney
Donald Yule
Susan Yule
420 Pts
Gina Silvestri
415 Pts
Kathy Eltringham
300 Pts
Eric Chang
Mike Sevel
290 Pts
Martie Peterson
280 Pts
Linda Cook
260 Pts
Tom Brown
Gregg Peterson
250 Pts
Tim Cook

230 Pts
Kevin Duffy
200 Pts
Ken Carson
Mary Lou Katchen
180 Pts
Adriana Diesen
Nathan Fong
170 Pts
Kurt Schwerdtfeger
160 Pts
Harold Cohen
150 Pts
Chris Pedersen
Steve Pedersen
145 Pts
John Swann
140 Pts
Alan Greene
Steve Ricketson
130 Pts
Paul Goldfine
120 Pts
Philip Nybro
110 Pts
Tim Ehrhart
Brian Hall
90 Pts
Linda Cavazos
Robert Giles
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Jack Laumer
Bill Leisey
Martha Ricketson
80 Pts
Ray Landry
John Wagner
70 Pts
Mike Del Portillo
Tad Goodwin
Rick Morgan
60 Pts
Mike Anderson
Donna Bogan
Jonna Clark
Spencer Cubage
Fred Egloff
Hugh Fisher
Joseph Hall
Ken Hollins
Brad Mitchell
Tom Motes
Corinne Sayther
Amanda Shanks
Wyatt Shanks
50 Pts
Ron Buchalski
Alan Campbell
Don Heller
Casey Jordan
Ken Lahanas
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Sam Love
Frederic Lynes
Albert Merrifield
David Michna
Michael Schwartz
Daniel Urrea
40 Pts
Chris Basse
30 Pts
Jose Alejo
Dwight Allmon
Patricia Allmon
Mark Anderson
Melanie Anderson
Jacinta Avila
Mack Bari
Jim Blue
Richard Butler
Mike Byrd
Don Charbula
Bill Duran
Virginia Duran
Bob Ellingson
Yovanni Flores
Jeff Franklin
Oscar Gamboa
Terry Giroux
Tom Goodwin
Frank Henderson
Dalia Hunter

James Hunter
Stephen Kneuper
Bob Lewandowski
Marc Marshall
Brian McKinney
Johnny Mitchell
Ken Patton
Michael Pepin
Mike Perkins
David Plutowski
AJ Ranft
Harvey Reiter
John Schmid
Donald Sloan
Richard Stein
Robin Stein
Shell Storer
David Wakashige
Claude Welles
Jo Ann Welles
25 Pts
Denise Reid
20 Pts
Fred Brinkley
10 Pts
Brett Bartschi
Billy House
Wm Murphy
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2009 Incentive Points Challenge Rookies Leader Board
As of August 29, 2009
15.96 Pts
Harold Cohen
9.27 Pts
Brian Hall
8.79 Pts
Albert Merrifield
7.63 Pts
Tad Goodwin

5.72 Pts
Donna Bogan
5.65 Pts
Michael Schwartz
5.16 Pts
Johnny Mitchell
5.06 Pts
Joseph Hall

4.99 Pts
Daniel Urrea
3.39 Pts
Mack Bari
David Wakashige
2.72 Pts
Richard Stein
Robin Stein

2.58 Pts
Jim Blue

Tejas Chapter Merchandise
Are you interested in getting shirts with the Tejas Chapter logo? Do you
need a good BMW related gift for somone? A Denim Shirt, Polo Shirt, or a
T-Shirt perhaps? Long sleeve, short sleeve, or maybe sleeveless. Perhaps a
tote bag or ball cap would be of interest to you.
Chapter members Jose & Cathy Alejo of ALEJO USA, can make this happen
for you. They have our Tejas Chapter logo and can apply it on almost
anything they carry in their catalogs. Embroidered and screen print logos
are available. Seen in the picture below, the Denim shirts have embroidered
logos and the T-Shirts have color
screen print logos.
You may contact Jose or
Cathy by calling
(254) 527-4060.
You may also go online to
www.alejousa.com.
or email
alejousa@alejousa.com.

Tejas Chapter Patches
Display your Tejas Chapter
membership with a high-quality
embroidered patch. May be sewn or
glued to anything from shirts to bags
to notebooks.
To get yours, send $5.00 for each patch
to the Tejas Chapter mailbox or get one
at the next chapter event.
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Date

Event

Meet Location

September 26, 2009

Oktoberfest, Texas Tejas BMW Style
see page 5

Buda, TX

September 28, 2009

BMW CCA Oktoberfest

Lake Lanier, GA

October 23-25, 2009

Annual Utopia Weekend

Kerrville

November 14, 2009

BMW of Austin Tech Session

Austin

December 5, 2009

Annual Charity Event

TBD

Web Site Info
http://www.tejaschapter.org for the most up-to-date
information about the TejasChapter.
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Classified Ads
brakes. BMW 18" Double Parallel
wheels with Michellin Pilot Sport II
tires. Pioneer sound system.
Original Stereo and code available.
All receipts including original
factory sticker. $12,000. Additional
photos listed in "Members' Cars".
Contact Ken Sepulveda at 512-8587619
or
send
email
to
bigdogchewtoy@yahoo.com.

1995 540iA Sport
76,000 miles. One of 200 built for
the US and one of only 35
automatics. Cosmos Black with
l e a t h e r p a r c h m e n t i n t e r i o r.
Nurburgring adaptive suspension
with M servomatic steering. Larger
brakes and M trim were all part of
o p t i n 8 1 3 f o r t h a t y e a r. O v e r
$10,000 invested since purchase.
All fluids, bushings, belts, hoses
and catalytic coverters replaced.
New cooling system including
radiator and water pump. New

Cold Air Intake
E46 330i (01-05) Cold Air Intake
from East Coast Induction Systems
(#16200) Drop in replacement for
OEM air filter. Includes fiberglass
heat shield, mandrel bent inlet tube,
K&N cone filter, silicon connection
hose, clamps and brackets. $125.
Call Bob @ 512-327-7522

Classified ads FOR PERSONAL USE items are printed free for current
members of BMW CCA. Ads will run for three issues, unless stopped earlier.
Ads may be extended by a request in writing to the Tejas Chapter mailbox
or by email. Members are limited to five (5) classified ads running at a time.
The ad rate for non-member ads or member ads of a COMMERCIAL nature
is $10.00 per issue. These ads will be accepted on a monthly basis and
payment must be received before ad is printed. Classified ads submitted for
publication in the Tejas Trax are also placed on the Tejas Chapter's website.
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